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One of the uplifting experiences that is associated 
with compiling materials for Customs Journal is the 
realization of the scale of our achievements during 
the period in question. True, the problems to be solved 
keep increasing in both numbers and complexity, but 
it is not really fair to be overwhelmed and be oblivious 
to the problems we in fact do solve. Sometimes we 
need to detach ourselves from all cognitive biases 
shaped by the ubiquity of misinformation and have 
an objective assessment of the things we have 
collectively pulled off.

For instance, in successive narcotic seizures during the 
last couple of weeks, our shrewd officers at the gate 
quite impressively showed that the long border closure 
hadn’t waned an iota of their sharpness. CJ wishes to 
congratulate our officers for their incredible vigilance 
and inch-perfect accuracy in risk assessment.

On the facilitation front, a team has been assembled 
to draft a suitable Authorized Operator program 
customized for Maldivian context. Introducing such 

Editor’s Note

a widely recommended program would be a timely 
contribution at this critical juncture where the need for 
increased facilitation to trade has never been so clear 
and urgent.

Another milestone was achieved with creation of 
Integrity and Professional Standards section with the 
mandate to actively promote integrity within our staff 
and take corrective action against those who engage in 
dishonorable behavior. It is vital that the right approach 
is maintained - employees are not unwittingly shoved 
into traps, instead they are actively nudged away.

This issue of CJ is pretty rich with contributions from 
our talented and experienced staff. They have picked 
quite relevant topics and coherently presented their 
views on the subject. What we here at CJ are trying to 
do is creating an environment conducive for creating, 
expressing and sharing of ideas and knowledge. 

ali.waheed@customs.gov.mv
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July 18th was Customs’ anniversary. According to 
substantiated records, the beginning of customs 
service can be traced to 1890. This year we celebrated 
130th anniversary of the oldest institution in the 
country.

Customs’ anniversary is usually a very eagerly 
anticipated event by our officers and their families, 
particularly for the several celebrations it ensues. 
However, this year it was forcefully restrained, except 
for the very minimal activities that required no physical 
contact with one another.  

The celebrations were instead switched to virtual 
platforms. 

Customs celebrates 130th 
anniversary

As the main activity of the celebration, Commissioner 
General of Customs Mr. Abdulla Shareef addressed the 
staff and the public using our social media platforms. 

In the pre-recorded and video filmed speech, 
Commissioner General conveyed anniversary greetings 
to His Excellency President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih, 
customs staff and their families, and the people of the 
country in general. 

Commissioner General commemorated the loss of 
former Commissioner General of Customs Late Ahmed 
Numan and prayed for eternal blessings on his soul. 
Late Commissioner General Ahmed Numan passed 
away on 7th April 2019 while undergoing treatment 
abroad. 
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Continuing his speech, Commissioner General of 
Customs Mr. Shareef called upon all officers to remain 
true to the oath of service and devoid of misconduct, 
strongly resonating that his leadership would not 
tolerate any act of corruption or dishonesty.   

Commissioner General of Customs Mr. Shareef 
applauded customs staff for their incredible dedication 
and readiness to serve the country and the motivation 
to enhance the image of the organization. He urged 
the officers to continue to maintain the same 
determination in the days to come. 

Officers who served in isolation during the lockdown 
were officially appreiciated in a special function held to 
conincide with anniversary commemoration.

As part of the anniversary activities, Customs 
Recreation Club organized a blood donation campaign 
at Customs premises. CRC noted the impressive 
support received from the staff for the event. 

This year was supposed to be marked colorfully. 
However, the jubilant occasion befell on a staff with 
a very obscure visibility of the immediate future and 
grieving the untimely demise of their leader at the 
same time. 

Despite the restrictions due to the pandemic, our 
officers kept the spirit and vibrance intact and used 
various inter-staff communication platforms to 
exchange well wishes of the day.

Commissioner General applauded Customs staff for 

their incredible dedication and readiness to serve the 

country and the motivation to enhance the image of 

the organization. He urged the officers to continue to 

maintain the same determination in the days to come. 

“
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Customs officers at Velana International Airport 
intercepted a Bangladeshi national carrying drugs in to 
Maldives. The 28-year-old arrive in the Maldives on 8th 
September 2020.

Upon inspection of his luggage, Customs officers 
discovered dry leaves inside his luggage, which later 
tested positive to cannabis.

The drugs found from his luggage weighed 4,448 
grams including packaging. According to estimates of 
prevailing market rates, the street value of this seizure 
exceeds MVR 3.5 million. This case now is being 
investigated further by Maldives Police Service

This is the first drug case since the border was 
reopened on July 15, after a period of more than three 
months since discontinuation of visa issuance. 

Customs seizes narcotics 
weigh 4.4 kilogram

Officers involved in the seizures were awarded with 
certificates of appreciation which were distributed by 
the Commissioner General of Customs in a special 
ceremony held for the purpose on 26th September at 
the head office.

Certificates of Appreciation were distributed to the officers 
who contributed to the recent drug seizures. 
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The President of the Maldives ratified the 17th 
amendment to Export Import Act of Maldives on 23rd 
July and the law has been effective starting August 
2020.

The new amendment brings significant changes to the 
national tariff as well as major policy changes favoring 
economic decentralization. 

17th amendment to 
EXIM Act takes effect 
from August 1
The revision ensued an extensive awareness 
campaign

The bill revised tariff rates on a number of items. 
Import duty levied on a number of commodities 
imported for general consumption by the public have 
been completely removed. These include items of day-
to-day consumption and items commonly imported by 
individuals and businesses classified under small and 
medium enterprises.
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Health hazardous items such as cigarettes, sugary 
beverages and energy drinks and tobacco containing 
products have been made dearer with raised duty 
rates.

The most notable change of the 17th amendment was 
the shift from CIF to FOB as the base price for duty 
calculation. Previously, import duty was calculated on 
the price inclusive of freight and insurance, however 
this amendment removes freight and insurance from 
the equation and bases duty amount on the costs 
incurred up to the port of exporting country.

Consignments imported and cleared in the regional 
ports have been prescribed a duty waiver equivalent to 
a half.

Customs Tariff and Statistics in collaboration with 
Media and Public Relations, Customs Academy 
and other related sections conducted an extensive 
awareness campaign aimed at creating awareness 
among traders towards the changes brought about by 
the 17th amendment. Much of the programs were held 
on virtual platforms due to the restrictions imposed by 
the coronavirus pandemic. 

Customs Officer Grade 2 Ahsan Aaly takes an online 
presentation during one of the awareness programs held. 
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Creating a new era of 
Customs-to-Business partnership
Commissioner General of Customs conducts a 
series of engagements with the stakeholders and 
donor agencies
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This was the first such opportunity to interact with 
the traders since his appointment as the head of 
institution in June. 

These sessions were attended by Deputy 
Commissioners and Assistant Commissioners as well 
as the heads of concerned directorates and divisions. 

Our current strategic plan identifies Partnership 
and Coordination as one of the five focus areas. 
Attaining wider engagement with the stakeholders 
and creating an environment conducive for dialogue 

Commissioner General of Customs Mr. Abdulla 
Shareef conducted a series of engagements with the 
traders, customs brokers and local shipping agents 
with a view to identifying the issues and complaints 
from the traders relating to the services provided by 
Maldives Customs Service. 

In separate sessions conducted with limited seats 
to comply with the health authority guidelines, CG 
Shareef allowed the participants to talk in length and 
listened to their complaints as well as suggestions for 
improving our service. 

Attaining wider engagement with the 

stakeholders and creating an environment 

conducive for dialogue and participation 

shall remain a strategic priority. 

“
Commissioner General of Customs Abdulla Shareef in a 
meeting with the UNODC representative in Maldives.
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and participation shall remain a strategic priority. 
Furthermore, establishing a strong customs-to-
business link has been championed as one of the 
pillars in the key reform agendas advocated by the 
World Customs Organization and its allies.

In concurrence with meeting clients, equal emphasis 
is being given on strengthening existing ties with 
stakeholder agencies and donors, both local and 
international. A substantial amount of donations, 
mostly in kind, has been secured as a result of 
Commissioner General’s hard work since his 
appointment. 

According to Commissioner General, he had been 
distinctly instructed by H.E.President to engage 
with and provide Customs services as close to the 
importers, exporters, shipping agents, and the public 
as possible. 

In spite of the limitations imposed by the coronavirus 
pandemic, Commissioner General of Customs Abdulla 
Shareef deserves a praise for his incredible stamina 
and diligence in delivering the mandate assigned to 
him as the head of Customs. 

In spite of the limitations imposed by the 

coronavirus pandemic, Commissioner 

General deserves a praise for his incredible 

stamina and diligence in delivering the 

mandate assigned to him as the head of 

Customs.

“

Commissioner General of Customs Abdulla Shareef 
attending a virtual meeting with overseas counterparts.
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A special function was held on the 18 July 2020 to 
officially value and appreciate the selfless services 
rendered by the frontline officers during the lockdown 
enforced in April/May against covid-19 pandemic.  

Certificates of appreciation were distributed to the 
officers by the Commissioner General of Customs Mr. 
Abdulla Shareef.

Speaking during the function, CG Shareef praised 
the officers for their incredible readiness to serve the 
country and the motivation to enhance image of the 
organization. He urged the officers to continue to 
maintain the same determination in the days to come. 

With the first locally acquired case of Covid19 on 
April 17, a city wide lockdown was declared by the 
government that lasted until the end of May. 

Officers who worked in the 
frontline appreciated

Our frontline officers self-isolated in clusters for 
the whole length of the lockdown and continued to 
facilitate the clearance of goods during the trying time. 

Several more officers volunteered to join the national 
emergency operations, where they joined various non-
clinical tasks such as contact tracing, decontamination  
and works at the HPA call centre.  

Apart from the legally mandated obligations, Maldives 
Customs Service enjoys a fair reputation in the 
eyes of the general public for its contribution for the 
community through civic responsibilities, sports and 
recreation. Not very long ago were we on the national 
limelight for the amazing emergency response from 
our staff during the 2014 water crisis that left the 
country’s capital short of water for several days in a 
row. 
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A workshop on Introducing Trade Facilitation Measures 
for Authorized Operators in the Maldives was held in 
August. The workshop was facilitated by international 
subject matter experts supported by the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB). 

The purpose of the online workshop was to design an 
AEO (Authorized Economic Operators) program with 
requirements and criteria tailored to Maldivian context. 
The team currently on the project expects the project 
to be complete by mid-2021.  

What is AEO?

Authorized Economic Operators, more familiarly AEO, 
is a party involved in the international movement 
of goods that has been approved by Customs as 
complying with the supply chain security standards. 

AUTHORIZED 
ECONOMIC 
OPERATORS
Who is it? 
How does it help?

A project is underway 
with technical assistance 
from ADB to establish AEO 
program by mid 2021

Typically, the customs administration specifies certain 
requirements and conditions that has to be met by 
the parties to be accredited as an AEO. The accredited 
AEOs in return receive certain benefits in the form of 
lessened customs’ formalities. 

Why AEO?

The increasing volume of trade across borders 
and the shifting dynamics of cross-border crime 
require Customs Administrations to devise solutions 
to effectively balance the need for facilitation and 
security obligations. Physical inspection of every 
piece of cargo entering and exiting the country these 
days are impossible - not only because Customs 
Administrations cannot afford to proportionately 
increase its resources, but also due to the fact that it is 
counterintuitive to the nature of modern day business 
activity in the first place. 
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Recognizing this immense need for innovation and 
creativity, the World Customs Organization together 
with other international organizations with a similar 
mandate, has been working on devising tools and 
instruments and standards aimed at facilitating trade 
without compromising on our enforcement obligations.  

Authorized Economic Operator is one of the building 
blocks within the WCO SAFF Framework of Standards 
adopted by the World Customs Organization as the 
future international customs model set out to support 
secure trade. SAFE sets out a range of standards 
to guide international Customs Administrations 
towards a harmonized approach based on Customs 
to Customs cooperation and Customs to Business 
partnership.

How does Customs benefit from AEO?

Firstly, in order to be eligible for a Authorized Operator, 
the businesses have to demonstrate certain degree 
of trust through proper handling of information and 
honesty in dealings with Customs. The advantage the 
Customs get from this is the increased confidence that 

the party will comply with the laws and regulations. 
Hence, Customs gets to ensure more effective revenue 
collection and lessened risk for illegal goods entering 
the country.

Secondly, increased compliance from businesses frees 
scarce Customs resources to be ultimately diverted 
to riskier areas. This would enable a more efficient 
allocation of time and resource.  

What is the progress update?

Our risk management department has initiated with 
the background work for the designing process of the 
AEO Program. It is important to mention that the RM 
Section and RM Committee has brought several key 
changes to improve our RM Framework.

With the guidance from the experts, the team has 
had the first draft drawn. The draft outlines three 
progressive tiers of potential AEO qualification with 
distinct eligibility criteria and corresponding benefits in 
return. 
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Maldives Customs Service celebrated a historic 
milestone with the creation of a new department to 
promote staff integrity and fight against corruption. 
The new section under the title “Integrity and 
Professional Standards Section” sits directly 
under Commissioner General of Customs in the 
organizational structure, independent of customs 
directorates and divisions – meaning, communications 
take place directly between the department and 
the Head of Customs. It is understood that the 
potentially sensitive nature of the information that 
the new section will process requires an air-tight 
communication channel as short as possible in order 
to attain the desired outcomes. 

Customs administrations, due to the nature of their 
mandated obligation from the state, necessitates 
a transparent management framework on top of a 
high level of integrity from its personnel. The core 
Customs competences namely, collection of revenue, 
trade facilitation and protection of society from 
various contraband and other illegal cross-border 
crimes, naturally confer a great deal of discretional 
powers on the individual officers thereby making the 

Integrity and 
Professional Standards 
Section
A historic milestone in the fight against 
corruption and misconduct

customs environment, if left with inadequate controls, 
highly susceptible to corruption and similar unethical 
behaviors. 

Customs Act and the subsequent Customs Staff 
Regulation detailing various matters related to 
human resources, lay out a pretty decent framework 
for internal control and as well as interaction with 
external control arrangements. However, absence of 
a designated section to primarily work for the active 
promotion of integrity and disciplining staff, often 
times leads to a reactionary or disciplinary approach 
in contrast to the more desired positive and proactive 
approach to good behavior.  

The objective of creating Integrity and Professional 
Standards Section, therefore, is to actively promote 
integrity and professional ethics by instilling the 
organizational values among the staff as well as 
identifying incidences of misconduct and taking timely 
and proportionate measures to correct them. The 
ultimate goal would be earning and maintaining public 
trust and confidence towards the organization and the 
services it provides to the people of the country. 

Ali Waheed
Senior Customs Officer II
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The prescribed mandate of the Integrity and 
Professional Standards are listed below:

1. To conduct an integrity assessment of 
Customs in alignment with the guidelines 
and instructions disseminated by the World 
Customs Organization and related professional 
authorities;

2. To investigate and prosecute incidences of 
corruption, allegations of abuse of power, and 
other breaches of laws and regulations and code 
of conduct;

3. Create an environment conducive for 
professional service through creation of 
awareness among staff against corruption and 
promotion of integrity at work;

The objective of creating Integrity and Professional 

Standards Section, therefore, is to actively promote 

integrity and professional ethics by instilling the 

organizational values among the staff as well as 

identifying incidences of misconduct and taking timely 

and proportionate measures to correct them. 

“
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4. Identify and resolve system deficiencies favoring 
acts of corruption;

5. Establish a proper and confidential channel for 
reporting alleged cases of staff misconduct; 

6. Organize and conduct training and awareness 
programs aimed at promoting integrity among 
staff. 

Maldives Customs Service has always put so many 
efforts at perpetuating the organizational pride and 
dignity and enhancing public image of the institution 
through various means. 

A precise measure of prevalence of corruption is not 
very straightforward. Institutions therefore has to 
rely on various indirect approximations such as the 
perceived level of corruption. A pubic survey conducted 
in 2019 indicated that public associated corruption 

in synonymous with Customs institution.  However, 
these findings must be read with caution since the 
lack of scientific rigor in the sampling, inclusion 
criteria and survey instrumentation undermines both 
validity and reliability and its capacity for extrapolation. 
Nonetheless, such indicators provide a provisional 
baseline for systematic action against combating 
corruption. 

Zero-tolerance to corruption has been a buzz-word in 
the current government’s political rhetoric and fighting 
against corruption has been one of the key election 
pledges. Customs Strategic Plan 2020-2024 which 
was formulated in alignment with the national action 
plans, identifies several strategies and objectives 
aimed at creating a professional service culture devoid 
of inappropriate behavior however small.  Establishing 
an independent section with the primary mandate for 
activities related to integrity and corruption is one. 
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An official from the Health Protection Agency collects a swab sample 

from one of the customs officers as part of the coronavirus random 

surveillance conducted in September.
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My experience at the 

WCO in Brussels, Belgium

Introduction and intent 

This article is about my experience as a Professional 
Associate in the World Customs Organization’s (WCOs) 
Career Development Programme (CDP) 2019/2020.  
A Professional Associate is a selected participant for 
WCO- CDP.

As the first Maldivian to participate in this programme 
and after working at the WCO secretariat in Brussels 
for ten months I believe that it is my responsibility 
to share my experiences so as to motivate others to 
pursue this programme. 

About myself

I started my career at Maldives Customs Service 
(MCS) as a junior Officer in 1995. Having understood 
the unique nature of the field which requires specific 
skills and knowledge to be effective, I have worked 
in different Customs functions to gain experience, 
knowledge, and deeper understanding of the field. 

Recognizing the importance of career development, 
I have proactively pursued different national and 
international training programmes. The 67th WCO 
Fellowship programme held at WCO in 2015, the WCO 
Accreditation Programme on Post Clearance Audit held 

Superintendent Fathimath 
Abdul Rahman
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in the delivery of its missions. After the programme the 
PAs become the ambassadors to promote the WCO 
tools and instruments and to connect and enhance the 
network among the WCO members and the secretariat. 

Application 

Despite understanding that it would be challenging to 
get selected as the programme was in high demand, 
I applied with confidence that my years of dedicated 
service in the field along with my unwavering 
commitment with WCO initiatives in its capacity 
building activities would show me to be a potential 
candidate with a high possibility of getting selected. 

My first application in 2018 was rejected, however I did 
not let this deter me and applied once more in March 
2019 and waited anxiously to receive their response. 

My selection 

It was 21st July 2019 at around 11am that I received a 

at Korea and Japan in 2017 are significant trainings 
that stand out to have impacted my career very 
positively.  

During this search, I found that WCO - Japan Career 
Development Programme is an attractive programme 
which could elevate me to the next level in my career 
as a Customs professional. 

About the programme 

WCOs-CDP is an initiative launched in 2009, in 
cooperation with Japan Customs. As of today, seventy 
Customs officers from different developing countries 
have benefited from this programme. This programme 
provides an opportunity for selected candidates, to 
undertake the work at the WCO Secretariat for 10 
months. During this period participant gain knowledge, 
skill, and international work experience, enabling the 
development of a pool of highly competent officials 
with Customs expertise who supports the secretariat 

Superintendent Fathimath Abdul Rahman speaking in a 
function at WCO Headquarters. To her left is Secretary 
General of World Customs Organization 
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call from Head of International Relations informing that 
I had been selected for WCO -Japan CDP 2019/2020. I 
was extremely excited and grateful to know that I was 
finally selected for this programme and would going to 
work at WCO.

Move from MCS to WCO 

To attend WCO-CDP, I travelled to Brussels on 14th 
September 2019. As scheduled the programme 
has commenced on 16th September 2020 at WCO 
Headquarter.  At the opening ceremony, the Secretary 
General Dr. Kunio Mikuriya greeted the PAs with a 
warm welcome. In his remarks he expressed his 
gratitude to the member administrations for their 
contributions by sending PAs for this programme. 
Giving his insights on WCO CDP, he encouraged the 
participants to exchange and share among each 
other and make the use of this opportunity in a 
way beneficial for both the administrations and the 
secretariat. 

WCO secretariat consists around 200 staff originated 
from different member countries. Despite its diverse 
nature and cultural differences, they maintain the team 
spirit and professionalism in attaining WCO goals and 
targets. 

At secretariat the PAs were recognized as the staff and 
were responsible to carry out the secretariat works 
as a member of the team. Each PA is provided an 
identification Card and system login and a workstation. 
We were required to work from 8:45am and finish at 6 
pm five days a week excluding Saturday and Sunday. 

During the first two weeks, we attended the Leadership 
Management Development workshop after which we 
were dispatched to our respective sub-directorates. 
Each PA is guided and supervised by an appointed 
supervisor from the respective sub-directorate. I 
worked under the facilitation sub-directorate and Ms. 
Vyara Filipova was my supervisor and shared same 
office with her. 

Superintendent Fathimath Abdul Rahman poses for 
a group photo with her colleagues during the Career 
Development Program in Brussels. 
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While I understood that WCO is an intergovernmental 
body, in-charge of producing all the Customs 
related policies, guidelines and technical tools and 
instruments before I joined WCO secretariat as a PA, 
I was unaware of the actual process. After becoming 
a part of the team, I gained a deeper understanding 
of the process and steps that go into compiling their 
policies, procedures, and instruments. 

PAs have visited to EU parliament in Brussels and to 
Rotodome Customs in Netherlands and was planned 
to visit Ham Berge Customs in German and Japan 
Customs, however they were cancelled due to COVID.  

COVID PAs   

We the PAs of batch 2019/2020 were referred as 
COVID batch because we were caught in the COVID 
pandemic and ensuing lockdowns. Starting from 11 
March 2020, the secretariat implemented a work from 
home systems and continued its operation online 
with meetings and capacity building workshops being 
conducted online. 

Living at Brussels was safe and convenient. It did 
take a few weeks to adjust to that environment and 
everyone around was welcoming and helpful. Before 
the COVID pandemic hit, we PAs were also able to 
enjoy social gatherings and weekend travels. 

The two key components of PA programme is 
developing a research paper and traveling to host 
country Japan. The Japan trip was cancelled at the 
last minute due to COVID. 

Takeaways

Integrity, professionalism, and work ethic instilled 
mindset are crucial for career development specially 
when working with diverse teams.  

Acknowledgment 

I am grateful and appreciative for the support that my 
administration MCS and WCO specially the facilitation 
Sub-directorate team has given to me during my 
stay at Brussels. I would also like to acknowledge the 
support by CDP team at WCO, my fellow PAs and my 
family here at home.

Integrity, professionalism, and work ethic 

instilled mindset are crucial for career 

development specially when working with 

diverse teams.  

“
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Commissioner General of Customs Abdulla Shareef briefs H.E.President 

Ibrahim Mohamed Solih on the preparedness of customs during his visit 

to the airport ahead of border re-opening on July 15.  (pic: MACL)
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Background

During the past two decades, applied tariffs in 
the Asia-Pacific region have halved. At the same 
time, the number of non-tariff measures (NTMs), 
including sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures 
and technical barriers to trade (TBTs), has risen 
significantly1 . Revenue from import tariff has been 
among major contributors of state budget until 2011, 
where the major sum was calculated as almost 40% of 
state collections. However, with government’s initiative 
to liberalize tax regime 2011, the general tariff rates 
have been declining. 

There have been numerous amendments to the Export 
Import Law since then, adding to 17th version as the 
latest amendment. According to the WTO Trade Policy 

The 17th 
Amendment: 
What to expect

Review of 2016, due to the consequence of a 2011 
unilateral MFN tariff liberalization initiative eliminating 
tariffs on about 31.5% of tariff lines, the average 
applied MFN tariff rate dropped from 21.4% in 2008 to 
13.9% in 20152.

Over the last 20 years, volume of imports has been 
increasing significantly, whereas average export 
volume has been around USD$ 200 million a year. As 
depicted in the Figure 1 below, over the last 2 decades 
import has been increasing steadily whereas export 
remained almost at same level. Over the period, import 
has been increasing on an average 13%, whereas for 
exports this proportion has been maintained at 6%. 
Though the country recorded highest import volume in 
2018 at almost US$ 3 billion, the figure recorded was 
3% lower in 2019. This is estimated to decline further in 
2020 due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. 

Ahmed Niyaz
Senior Superintendent
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Figure 1: Export import pattern 1998-2019

As an import-dependent country, Maldives recorded 
highest import value of USD 2.95 billion in 2018, 
whereas this figure was recorded little lower at USD 
2.88 billion last year. Due to the ongoing Covid-19 
Pandemic, the volume of import and export is 
estimated to decline further in 2020. This is also 
supported by this Month’s Asian Development Outlook3  
of the Asian Development Bank (ABD). According to the 
Report, Asian economies will shrink by 0.7% in 2020, 
as the region’s first recession in 6 decades. Maldives 
among hardest hit economies, is estimated to contract 
by 20.5% in 2020. However, if Covid-19 situation gets 
better, Asian region is projected to grow by 6.8% in 
2021, whereas Maldives economy is estimated to 
bounce back and grow by 10.5% in 2021. 

Introduction to 17th Amendment

With the significant increase of import volume over the 
last decade, the government’s decision to liberalize 
tariff structure has been implemented through various 
amendments to the EXIM Law of the Maldives. The 
most recent version of these amendments was ratified 
by the President and published on government Gazette 
on 23rd July 2020. The 17th Amendment, which was 
proposed to the Parliament during the 2nd half of 2019 
was intended to provide tariff cuts on major goods 
imported to various industries including fisheries, 
agriculture, embroidery, boat building etc. Apart from 
these, increasing tariff rates on health grounds on 
items such as tobacco, sugary drinks, sausages, 

sweet, chocolates etc., was among main objectives of 
this amendment. 

As per the amendment, almost 1600 items would 
be impacted in-terms of tariff increase or decrease. 
Following table depicts major industry categories with 
yearly estimated value of gains from tariff reductions. 

It can be ascertained from the table below that, 
approximately 12% of total import volume would be 
positively impacted due this amendment. This means, 
USD 315 million worth of goods would be applied 
with lower or zero-tariff rates, accounting to more 
than USD 20 million as gains to the public and trading 
community. 

Table: major industry categories with tariff gains

Industry category

General consumer goods

Wooden articles

Boat building

Construction

Fisheries and Agriculture

Sewing and embroidery

Total

FOB Value

$128m

$52m

$11m

$76m

$39m

$9m

$315

Amount of 
tariff reduction

$8.0m

$0.7m

$1.2m

$2.0m

$6.0m

$1.1m

$20.0m
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Major highlights of 17th Amendment 

There are various highlights of 17th amendments such 
as introduction of an export royalty, tariff reductions 
to small and medium industries, change of duty levy 
basis from CIF (Cost, Insurance, Freight) to FOB (Free 
on Board). Following are an explanation of main 
features of latest amendment to the EXIM Act. In 
additional to these, there are various other changes 
as well, such as introduction of an export royalty, 
increasing of revenue fee. 

Duty assessable basis from CIF to FOB

This was initially proposed by MCS in order to facilitate 
and simplify documentation process for trading 
community. The change of duty assessable basis from 
CIF to FOB would eliminate requirement to evaluate 
and monitor international freight rates by MCS. The 
approximate gains to the trading community from this 
policy change would be more than USD 12 million, in 
addition to the simplified documentation process. 

Increase duty concessions on imports to regional 
ports

As far as major entry points are concerned, almost 
98% of trade volume has been concentrated around 
the Capital City Male’. There are, 8 major entry points, 
which include 2 regional ports established at Southern 
and Northern end of the country. Despite various 
tariff cuts and concession policies to regional ports, 
over the last decade, imports to these ports has been 
significantly low. The figure 2 below shows import 
volume by port of entry for the year 2019. Over the last 
5 years, more than 98% of trade volume was imported 
through Velana International Airport (VIA) and Male’ 
Seaport. 

In order to further liberalize the existing tariff policies 
on regional ports, the latest amendment has included 
to provide 50% tariff concessions on all items except 
tobacco, alcohol, pork and pork products. The policy 
was further liberalized in order to enhance economic 
activities in these regions, including warehousing, 

Figure 2: Imports in CIF USD, 2019. Over 98% of trade takes 
place in the capital region.

Hdh. Hanimaadhoo 
0.1m

Hdh. Kulhudhuffushi 
25.5m

Male’ seaport
2,200m

S. Gan
4.2m

S. Hithadhoo
14.4m

Velana Intl Airport
600m
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transportation and logistics related opportunities. This 
reduction would save a duty value of approximately 
USD 6.20 million for importers of regional ports. 

It can be seen from the above figure that average 
import volume through regional ports remained just 
below USD 32 million, which is less than 2% of total 
import value. This is estimated to remain at this level in 
2020, partly because of covid-19 pandemic. It is also 
expected to realize the benefit of new tariff concession 
policy on imports to regional ports, in 2021, provided 
Covid-19 situation gets better. 

Duty exemption on vehicles imported to selected 
islands

This measure is intended to provide duty exemptions 
on vehicles imported to selected islands across 
the country. This policy is to facilitate and expedite 
development of atolls as well as to reduce traffic 
and congestion in the Greater-Male’ Region. Under 
the policy, selected islands for application of duty 
exemptions would be announced by the President for 
that matter. 

Increase tariff rates on tobacco and other unhealthy 
products

This amendment has further increased tariff rates on 
cigarettes and tobacco items on basis of public health 
grounds. Tariff increase on tobacco and energy/soft 
drink is estimated to contribute yearly an additional 
USD 36 million to the import duty revenue. Further 
to this, tariff rates have been increased on sugar 
confectionary, sugary drinks and unhealthy meat 
products such as sausage, and single-use plastic 
items on grounds of environment protection. 

More tariff reductions to SMEs

As mentioned above, this amendment has provided 
tariff reductions on various industries such as 
construction, fisheries and agriculture, boat building 
and embroidery. This tariff cut is expected to impact on 
import value approximately USD 315 million, gaining 
USD 20 million to SMEs. This is almost 9% of total 
yearly import duty revenue. The policy is specifically 
to promote and develop small and medium industries 
especially during this difficult time of Covid-19 
Pandemic.  

Consignments imported and cleared in the regional ports are 
given a duty concession equivalent to 50%.
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Composite tariff structure on alcoholic products

It has always been a challenge for MCS to conduct 
proper valuation on alcoholic products due to various 
reasons. In order to overcome this challenge, one of 
the major changes introduced in this amendment was 
to allocate a composite tariff structure on alcoholic 
products instead of ad-valorem structure. As per the 
change, tariff rate for beer products would be USD 
1.62 per liter, whereas tariff rate for wines and other 
alcoholic products would be USD 1.00 per liter & 
25% and USD 3.24 per liter & 25% respectively. The 
estimated revenue collection due this policy change 
would be USD 3.50 million a year. 

Conclusion

The 17th Amendment to the EXIM Law was intended 
to further reduce tariff on consumer products as well 
as to industries and SMEs. The approximate gains to 
the consumers and SMEs would be more than USD 20 
million from these tariff reductions. Further to this, in 
order to facilitate development of atolls and to reduce 
traffic and congestions in Greater-Male’ Region, duty 
exemptions would be granted on vehicles imported to 
selected islands across the country. 

As per this amendment, tariff concessions on imports 
except tobacco, alcohol and pork products to regional 
ports have been increased to 50%. This is to further 
facilitate development and increase economic 
activities at regional ports and is expected to gain tariff 
reductions of approximately USD 6.20 million a year. 

However, tariff rates on tobacco products, sugar 
confectionaries, sugary drinks, and other unhealthy 
items such as sausages have been increased on 
public health grounds. In addition to this, tariff rates on 
alcoholic products have been changed to a composite 
structure, which will generate an additional yearly 
revenue of USD 3.50 million. 

Import duty on health hazardous commodities such as 
cigarettes has been raised.

1. https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/APTIR2019_
Introduction.pdf 

2. https://www.intracen.org/BB-2016-04-05-WTO-Trade-
Policy-Review-Maldives/

3. https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/
publication/635666/ado2020-update.pdf

Footnotes:
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Maldives is a country dangerously dependent on 
imports. She imports everything from fuel, food, other 
necessities and luxuries alike. Staple food items 
like rice, flour and sugar are all imported. Energy 
is generated through LPG and LNG imported from 
abroad except the limited solar energy sources in the 
country. Therefore, a steady and resilient shipping 
industry is absolutely necessary for its sustenance. 
Without it, food and energy shortages could become 
everyday realities. The drastic consequences of an 
unreliable shipping industry to the Maldives makes the 
matter a concern of national security.

For major container shipping companies, Maldives is a 
small feeder market of the Colombo Hub Port. The size 
of this market is roughly 124,000 TEUs annually (MPL 
annual report 2018) meaning, roughly six voyages of 
Madrid Maersk is enough to cater this market. Hence, 

Maldives State Shipping
A LIFELINE

operation of major shipping companies in the Maldives 
are limited only to an agent. These agent companies 
carry out multiple logistics and shipping functions 
mostly operating as an NVOCC or use charter ships to 
service the Colombo - Male feeder route.

Most of the local shipping companies operate in dry 
bulk and liquid bulk segment of the industry as major 
shipping companies does not operate in this segment 
and hence are more suitable and profitable for them. 
Local companies own or charter bulk carriers, bulk 
liquids carriers or barges to carry out the operation. 
Dry bulk items like cement, sand, gravel to service the 
construction industry of the Maldives are imported 
directly from the exporting countries like India, Vietnam 
and Thailand. Likewise, liquid bulk is imported directly 
from Singapore and Middle East. 

Ahmed Humair
chief Customs Officer
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Shipping for staple food items and other basic 
necessities are provided by the agents of major 
companies. They are mainly joint ventures of local 
and foreign partnerships. Relying on them for food 
security of the Maldives is a risk Maldives has taken 
for too long. This reality was hit hard during Covid-19 
pandemic when exporting countries closed their 
borders. Thus government had to intervene bilaterally 
to ensure the supply of staple items. 

Maldives State Shipping (MSS) was established by 
the government to address this security concern and 
capitalize on an economic opportunity already open 
for State Trading Organization (STO). STO is a State 
Owned Enterprise through which government ensures 
the supply of fuel and staple food items. The company 
has a shipping component with its own vessels to 
carry out the liquid bulk operation to ensure fuel 
supply. Thus, MSS was incorporated as a subsidiary of 
STO to maximize economic viability at the same time, 
mitigating the national security concerns.

In addition, STO is one of the largest trading company 
operating in the Maldives. Their business operations 
range from supply of construction materials to general 
electronics and supply of general goods. Moreover, 
they are the main supplier of medicine and medical 
equipment to the government. Hence, operating a 
shipping line ensures the reliability and security of the 
supply chain while also making it cost efficient. 

In the years of 1950s and 1960s, Maldives had a very 

successful shipping industry with one of the leading 
shipping company in the region. In these glory days of 
Maldives shipping industry, Maldives Shipping Limited 
(MSL) had a fleet of around 60 ships with more than 5 
ships always at Colombo, Karachi, Mumbai, and Gulf or 
at the Red sea (https://minivannewsarchive.com). 

Establishing a flag carrier shipping line is the way 
forward to revive the once glorious industry. If much 
needed investment is made and political focus is 
directed, Maldives is strategically located in the East – 
West trade route through which, more than 70 million 
TEUs are transported annually (www.unescap.com), 
to reanimate the industry. Also, due to the sea – going 
culture, Maldivians have proven to be one of the finest 
seamen in the world. 

Relying on these companies for food 

security of the Maldives is a risk the 

Maldives has taken for too long.

“
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ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފިރ ުނަވަތ ރަީޖަނލް ޓޭްރޑް ެއގިްރެމްނޓަްއކީ ޭދއް ުނަވަތ 

ެއައްށުވެރ ިގަނ ަގުއުމަތުކގެ ެމުދަގިއވެވޭ ެއއަްބްސުވެމއްގެެތެރިއްނ 

ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ިލޭބޮގަތްށ ަގުއުމަތުކގެ ެމުދަގިއ ުކެރވޭ ިވަޔާފިރެއވެ. 

ަބަވަނވަެފިއާވ ުދިނޭޔަގިއ، ޭދޭދ ަގުއުމަތުކގެ ެމުދަގިއ ުކެރވޭ ިވަޔާފރީގެ 

ޮބޑު ިއްނަސއަްތެއއް ިހއާްސުކަރނީ ަތާފުތ ަވއަްތުރގެ ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ 

ެއއަްބްސުވްނަތުކގެ ެތެރިއްނ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތަްތާކެއުކ ުކެރވޭ ިވަޔާފރީ 

ގެ ުމާޢަމާލތަްތކެވެ. ޑުަބިލިުއ.ޓީ.ޯއ ުނަވަތ ުދިނޭޔގެ ިވަޔާފިރ ާއ ެބޭހ 

ަޖިމއާްޔ، ައްށ ިމައާދ ަހަމައްށ 306 ރަީޖަނލް ޓޭްރޑް ެއގިްރެމްނެޓއް 

ިމިނަވން ވަިޔާފރީގެ 

އެއަްބސުްވނަްތަކްށ ައުހުލވިެރުވން

ުހަށަހާޅަފިއާވިއުރ، ިގަނ ައަދެދއްގެ ިއުތުރ ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ 

ެއއަްބްސުވްނަތކެއް »ެނޯގިޝޭއުޓ« ުކެރވުެމްނ ެއަބެދެއވެ. ައަވްށެޓިރ 

ިއްނިޑާޔ ައްށ ަބާލިއުރވްެސ 16 ެއއަްބްސުވަމަކްށ ައަމުލުކަރުމްނާދިއުރ، 

ިއުތުރ 26 ެއއަްބްސުވެމއް ާގިއުމުކުރުމގެެ ަމަސއަްކތަްތކެއް 

ުކެރވެެމްނެއަބެދެއވެ. 

ދިވިެހާރއްޖެ ިއްނ ިމަވުގުތ ައަމުލުކަރުމްނަދނީ ެދުކުނ ޭއިޝާއގެ 

ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ ެއއަްބްސުވްނ، ަސުއުތ ޭއިޝައްނ ފްރީ ޓޭްރޑް 

ެއގިްރެމްނޓް )ަސފާްޓ(ައްށ ެއަކިނަކުމަގިއ ިވަޔްސ، ިއުތުރ 4 

Ali Zubair
Chief Customs Officer
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ެއއަްބްސުވެމއްގެ ަމަސއަްކތުްކިރަޔްށ ާދަކްނ ާފަހަގުކެރވެެއވެ. ިމ 

ޮގުތްނ ަޗިއާނ ާއެއުކ 2017 ަވަނ ައަހުރ ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ 

ެއއަްބްސުވެމއަްގިއ ޮސިއޮކްށަފިއާވިއުރ، ޯއ.ައިއ.ީސ ުނަވަތ ިއްސާލމީ 

ަގުއުމަތުކގެ ަޖިމއާްޔ ާއެއުކ ވްެސ ޕިްރަފެރްނިޝައލް ޓޭްރިޑްނގ 

ެއޭރްނޖެްމްނަޓަކްށ ެއއަްބްސވިެވަފިއވެެއވެ. ައދި ޮހްނޮކްނގ ާއެއުކ 

ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ ެއއަްބްސުވެމއް ަމްޝަވާރޮކްށ ިނުމަމާކ ަހަމައްށ 

ައިއްސަފިއާވަކްނ ާފަހަގުކެރވެެއވެ. ައދި ިއްނިޑާޔަކނޑުގެ ައއޭްސިރި 

ަގުއުމަތއް ުނަވަތ ިއްނިޑައްނ ޯއަޝްނ ިރމް ެއޯސިސޭއަޝްނގެ 

ެމމަްބުރަގުއުމަތުކްނ، ދިވިެހާރއްޖެ ިހެމޭނެނެހްނ، ިވަޔާފިރ ާއިއ 

ުކުރުމގެ ފޭްރމޯްވރކް ެއގިްރެމްނެޓއް  ިއްނވްެސޓެްމްނޓް ިއުތުރު

ެއުކަލާވުލުމގެ ަމަސއަްކތަްތއް ުކެރވުެމްނެއަބެދެއވެ. މީގެ ެތެރިއްނ ަޗިއާނ 

ައދި ޮހްނޮކްނގ ާއެއުކ ުކެރވުެމްނާދ ަމަސއަްކތް ަމޑުޖިެހަފިއ ިވަޔްސ، 

ިއްނިޑާޔ ާއެއުކ ަބަދިހަވުމްނާދ ުގުޅާމެއުކ ަސފާްޓ ެއއަްބްސުވުމގެ 

ަދުށްނ ޮކްނެމވްެސ ަވަރަކްށ ިވަޔާފިރ ުފާޅަވުމްނާދަކްނ ާފަހަގ ުކެރވެެއވެ. 

ައދި ޮކިޗްނ ާކޯގފެރީގެ ިހުދަމާތެއުކ ެދަގުއުމގެ ިވަޔާފިރ ިއުތަރްށ 

ުފާޅާވެނަކަމްށ ެބެލވެެއވެ. ެއެހްނަކުމްނ ިމަފަދ ެއގިްރެމްނުޓަތުކްނ 

ިވަޔާފިރަތާކިއ ާއްނުމްނަންށ ުހިރ ަފިއާދަތއް ިލިބަގުތަމްށަޓަކިއ ިމަފަދ 

ެއގިްރެމްނޓަްތުކގެ ަމުޢޫލާމުތ ިލިބަފިއުހުރަމކީ ުމިހއުްމަކެމއް ަކުމަގިއ 

ެދކެެމވެ. 

ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ ެއއަްބްސުވްނަތުކގެ ަމިއަގނޑު ެއއޭްބުނަމކީ ިޑުއޓީ 

ިއާނަޔތަްތާކެއުކ ިއމޯްޕުޓ، ެއކްްސޯޕުޓ ައދި ިރެއކްްސޯޕުޓ ުފާޅުކުރެމވެ. ިމ 

ޮގުތްނ ެމމަްބުރ ަގުއުމަތުކގެ ުއފެއުްދްނަތަކްށ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތްދީ ިވަޔާފިރ 

ައްށ ަފިހ ާމަހުއެލއް ާޤިއުމޮކްށ، ިވުލްނެތިރި ިއގިްތާޞެދއް ިބާނުކުރެމވެ. 

ޮބޑިެތ ައަދުދަތުކްނ ިއމޯްޕުޓ ިޑުއޓީ ަދއަްކްނޖުެހަމކީ ިއމޯްޕުޓގެ 

ަހަރުދ ޮބޑުވެ، ިއމޯްޕަޓުރްނަންށ ޮގްނޖުެހްނަތކެއް ުކިރަމިތާވަކެމކެވެ. 

ެއެހްނަކުމްނ، ިއމޯްޕަޓުރްނ ެއނގްެނޖޭެހ ެއްނެމ ުމިހއުްމ ެއއަްކަމކީ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިޑުއޓީ ިބާނާވ ަމިއަގނޑު 3 ައާސްސ ަކުމަގިއާވ ުމަދުލގެ 

ައާގިއ، ުމަދުލގެ ިގްނިތ ާއިއ ުމަދުލގެ ޮއިރިޖްނ ގެ ަސަބުބްނ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ިޑުއޓީ ައްށ ައްނަނ ަބަދެލވެ. ުމަދުލގެ ޮއިރިޖްނގ 

ަސަބުބްނ ިޑުއޓީ ައްށ ަބަދުލައްނަނނީ ޕިްރަފެރްނިޝައލް ޓޭްރިޑްނގ 

ެއޭރްނޖެްމްނެޓއް ާގިއުމވަެފިއާވަނަމެއވެ. ުމަދުލގެ ައާގިއ ިގްނިތ 

ައްށ ޭދ ަސާމުލަކްނ ުމަދުލގެ ޮއިރިޖްނ ައްށ ެދވަޭކަމްށ ަކްސަޓމްްސ 

ގެ ަތާފްސިހާސުބަތުކްނ ފްެނަންނ ެނތަްކުމަގިއ ެދްނެނިވާދެނެއވެ. 

ަސފާްޓ  ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ ެއއަްބްސުވުމގެ ަދުށްނ ިއމޯްޕުޓ ިޑުއޓީ 

ުމަތުކްނ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކާރ  ގެ ޮބޑިެތ ިއާނަޔެތއް ިމ ަސަރަހއުްދގެ ަގުއުު

ަތކެއަްޗްށ ިލޭބޮގަތްށ ަހަމޖިެހަފިއ ޮއަތްސ، ިމަފަދ ިއާނަޔތަްތާކެއުކ 

ިގަނ ަބަޔުކ ިއމޯްޕެޓއް ުނުކެރެއވެެ. ާފިއުތވެ ދަިޔ 2019 ަވަނ 

ައަހުރވްެސ 6.5 ިބިލައްނ ުރިފާޔގެ ުމާދ ިމަސަރަހއުްދގެ ަގުއުމަތުކްނ 

ިއމޯްޕުޓޮކްށަފިއާވިއުރ، 260 ިމިލައްނ ުރިފާޔގެ ިޑުއޓީ ަދއާްކަފިއަވނީ 

ިމ ަގުއުމަތުކގެ ުއފެއުްދްނަތަކެށވެ. މީގެ ޮބޑު ިއްނަސއަްތައަކްށ 

ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ިލިބގްެނ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކެރިވާދެނަކަމްށ ފެެނެއވެ. ަސފާްޓ 

ަސަރަހއުްދްނ ުމާދ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކެރިވަފިއާވ ިމްނަވާރިއ ިމ ަގުއުމަތުކްނ 

ިއމޯްޕުޓުކާރަތކިެތްނ ިޑުއޓީ ިލިބަފިއާވ ޮގުތގެ ަތފީްސުލ ިތރަީގިއ ެއަވނީ 

ެއވެ.

ަސފާްޓ ިއާނަޔތަްތާކެއުކ ދިވިެހާރއްޖަެއްށ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކެރވޭ ިމްނަވުރ

ެސޕެްޓްނަބާރ ަހަމައްށ
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ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީ ެއއަްބްސުވުމގެ ަދުށްނ ިވަޔާފިރަތާކިއ ާއްނުމްނަންށ 

ައުގެހޮޔޮކްށ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކެރވެޭނެއވެ. ައދި ިމ ޮގަތްށ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކެރވޭ ަތކިެތ 

ާބާޒުރަގިއ ައުގެހޮޔޮކްށ ިލުބުމގެ ުފުރަސުތ ޮބޑުވެެއވެ. ދިވިެހާރއްޖޭގެ 

ެސްނިސިޓވް ިލްސުޓަގިއ ިހެމޭނ 154 ާބަވެތއް ިފަޔަވިއ ެދްނުހިރ 

ުހިރާހ ާބަވެތއްގެ ަސފާްޓޭރުޓ ުހރީ 5 ިއްނަސއަްތ ުނަވަތ ެއައްށުވެރ 

ަދުށަގެއވެ. ިމާސަލަކްށ ަބާލަނަމ، 50  ިއްނަސއަްތިއްނ ިޑުއޓީ ެނގޭ 

ވިެހަކލް ަޓަޔަރްށ ަސފާްޓގެ ަދުށްނ ެނގޭނީ ެއްނެމ 5 ިއްނަސއަްތ 

ެއވެ. ެއެހްނަކުމްނ ަސފާްޓގެ ިއާނަޔާތެއުކ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކާރަނަމ ައުގެހޮޔޮކްށ 

ިއމޯްޕުޓުކެރިވ ާބާޒުރަގިއ ައުގެހޮޔޮކްށ ުމާދ ިލެބްނ ުހްނާނެނެއވެ. 

ާރއްޖަެއްށ ެއްނެމ ިގަނ ައަދަދަކްށ ުމާދ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކާރ ަގުއުމަތުކގެ 

ެތޭރަގިއ ިމ ަސަރަހއުްދގެ ަގުއުމަތއް ިހެމޭނިއުރ، ިމ ަގުއުމަތުކްނ 

ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔާތެއުކ ަތކިެތ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކުރަމކީ ިއގިްތާޞދީ ައދި ިއުޖިތާމއީ 

ޮގުތްނވްެސ ުމުޖަތަމައްށ ަފިއާދަތކެއާްވެނަކެމކެވެ.

ިމިނަވްނިވަޔާފރީގެ ެއއަްބްސުވްނަތުކަގިއ ެމމަްބުރަގުއުމަތުކްނ 

ެއކްްސޯޕުޓުކާރ ުމަދަލްށ ިޑުއޓީ ަކނޑެާލިވަފިއ ުނަވަތ ުކޑުަކެރިވަފިއާވތީ، 

ދިވިެހާރއްޖިެއްނ ެއކްްސޯޕުޓ ައދި ިރެއކްްސޯޕުޓުކާރ ަފާރތަްތަކްށ ވްެސ 

ިގަނ ުފުރަސުތަތކެއް ަފިހވަެފިއވެެއވެ. ުދިނޭޔގެ ިންސަބުތްނވްެސ ެއްނެމ 

ޮބޑު ާއާބދެީއއް ިހެމޭނ ެއއަްސަރަހއަްދކީ ެދުކުނ ޭއިޝާއަކަމްށާވތީ، 

ދިވިެހެއކްްސޯޕަޓުރްނަންށ ިމ ެއއަްބްސުވުމގެ ަސަބުބްނ ަވަރްށ ޮބޑު 

ާމރކަެޓަކްށ ިމ  ަވނީ ޮދުރުހުޅިވަފެއވެ. ާޚއަްސޮކްށ، ެއެހްނ ަގުއުމަތުކްނ 

ޯރެމޓިީރައލްްސ ާއިއ ެއެހިނެހްނ ަތކިެތ ިއމޯްޕުޓޮކްށ ާރއްޖަޭގިއ 

ޕޮްރެސްސުކުރަމްށަފުހ ިރެއކްްސޯޕުޓުކުރުމގެ ުފުރަސުތވްެސ ުހުޅިވަފިއވެެއވެ. 

ިމަފަދ ަކެމއް ުކުރުމގެ ުކިރްނ ުމަދުލގެ ޮއިރިޖްނ ަކނޑެައޅޮޭގާތިއ 

ެރވޭ ަމްނިޒުލަގިއ ިޑުއޓީ ެނގޮޭގާތިއ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ިލޭބޮގުތގެ  ެއކްްސޯޕުޓުު

ުފިރަހަމ ަމުޢޫލާމުތ ިލިބަފިއުވަމކީ ުނަހުނ ުމިހއުްމަކެމކެވެ. ެޓކޮްނޮލޖީގެ 

ޮގުތްނ ުކިރައާރަފިއާވ ިމަޒާމުނަގިއ ިމަފަދ ަމުޢޫލާމުތ ަފޭސަހިއްނ ިލޭބެނ 

ަމުގަވނީ ަފިހުކެރިވަފެއވެ. ިމޮގުތްނ ޫރލްްސ ޮއފް ޮއިރިޖްނ ފިެސިލޭޓަޓރ 

)https://findrulesoforigin.org( ައދި ެއކްްސޯޕުޓ ޮޕެޓްނިޝައލް 

ެމޕް )https://exportpotential.intracen.org (  ަފަދ 

ޫޓލްްސަތުކގެ ޭބުންނ ިހިފާދެނެއވެ.

ދިވިެހާރއްޖަެއްށ ުމާދ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކާރ ަފާރތަްތަކާށިއ ަކްސަޓމްްސ 

ކިްލައެރްންސަގިއ ާޝިމުލާވ ަފާރތަްތަކްށ ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ 

ެއެއަްބްސުވެމެއްގެ ެތެރިއްނ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ޯހުދަމްށ ުކަރްނޖޭެހ 

ަކްނަކްނ ާސުފޮކްށ ެއނިގަފިއ ޮއުތަމކީ ަވަރްށ ުމިހއުްމަކެމކެވެ. 

ަސފާްޓ ެސޓިްފކެޓް ޮއފް ޮއިރިޖްނގ ެއއް ުހަށެހުޅުމްނ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް 

ަފޭސަހިއްނ ިލޭބިއުރ، ިމަފަދ ުލިއަތުކގެ ޭބުންނ ެއަކށީގްެނާވ ިމްނަވެރއް 

ުނިހުފަމކީ ަހިއާރްނާވްނޖޭެހަކެމކެވެ. ޮކްނެމ ޕޮްރޑަކަްޓަކްށ ަސފާްޓގެ 

ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ިލޭބިމްނަވުރ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ވުެބަސިއުޓގެ ެޓިރފް 

ާސރުޗްނ ފްެނަންނ ުހެރެއވެ. ައދި ުމަދެލއްގެ ޮއިރިިޖްނ ާއ ެބޭހ ޮގުތްނ 

ެއޑާްވްންސ ޫރިލްނގ ޯހަދްނ ޭބުންނާވ ަފާރތަްތަކްށ ެއުފުރަސުތވްެސ 

ަވނީ ުހުޅާވެލިވަފެއވެ. ާޢްނުމ ުއޫސެލއްގެ ޮގުތްނ، ާރއްޖޭގެ ެސްނިސިޓވް 

ިލްސުޓަގިއ ުނިހެމޭނ ޮކްނެމ ުމަދަލަކްށ ވްެސ، ަސފާްޓ ެސޓިްފކުެޓ 

ަސފާްޓގެ ަގުއުމަތުކްނ ިއމޯްޕުޓުކެރވޭ ައަދުދ

ެސޕެްޓްނަބާރ ަހަމައްށ
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ުހަށަހޅިައިފަނަމ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ިލޭބެނެއވެ. ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ 

ެއއަްބްސުވްނަތުކްނ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ިލެބނީ ިތރަީގިއާވ ަޝުރަތއް 

ުފިރަހަމާވ ުމަދަލެށވެ.

ިމިނަވްނ ިވަޔާފރީގެ ެއއަްބްސުވްނ ަތްނފުީޒުކާރ ަމިއ ިއާދާރައކީ 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ެއވެ. ިމަފަދ ެއއަްބްސުވްނަތުކގެ ަދުށްނ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔާތެއުކ 

ިއމޯްޕުޓ ައދި ެއކްްސޯޕުޓ ިއުތުރުވަމކީ ަކްސަޓމްްސ ގެ ަމަސއަްކާތިއ 

ަމަސއަްކުތގެ ޯފަކްސ ަބަދުލާވްނ ޖޭެހެނަކެމއަްކުމަގިއ ެދކެެމވެ. 

ާހއަްސޮކްށ، ިޑުއޓީ ުކޑުަކުރުމގެ ިއުތުރްނ ޓޭްރޑް ފިެސިލޭޓަޝްނ 

ައދި ަކްސަޓމްްސ ޮޕޮރީސަޖރ ަތާކިއ ިއާދރީ ޮގުތްނ ަކްސަޓމުްސްނ 

ައަމުލުކަރްނޖޭެހ ޮގތަްތއް ެއގިްރެމްނުޓަތުކަގިއ ަބާޔްނޮކްށަފިއި ުހެރެއވެ. 

ަކްސަޓމްްސ ޮއިފަސުރްނ ޫރލްްސ ޮއފް ޮއިރިޖްނ ަފަދ ާދިއާރަތަކްށ 

ުލވިެރާވްނ ޖެެހެއވެ. ޮއިރިޖްނ ެސޓިްފކެޓް ޫދުކުރާމިއ،  ިއުތަރްށ ައުހު

ަސއަްޙަކްނ ވިެރަފިއުކުރާމިއ ެއއަްބްސުވުމަގިއ ަބާޔްނޮކްށަފިއ ެއެހިނެހްނ 

ިއާދރީ ަބިއަތަކްށ ައުހުލވިެރާވްނޖެެހެއވެ. ޮއިރިޖްނ ފޯްރޑް ައދި ުމަދުލގެ 

ޮއިރިޖްނ ެދެނަގުތާމެބޭހ ުހަނުރަތއް ާއާލުކަރްނޖެެހެއވެ. ައދި ަގުއުމަތުކގެ 

ަހިއްނ ައދި  ައަވަހްށ  ެމުދަގިއ ުގުޅްނަބަދިހޮކްށ ަމުޢޫލާމުތ ަފޭސޭ

ަފިއ ޮއްނަންނ ޖެެހެއވެ. ިމަފަދ  ަބަދުލުކެރވެޭނ ިއްނިތާޒމް ަހަމޖިެހި

ެއއަްބްސުވްނަތުކގެ ަހޤީޤީ ަމްނާފ ިވަޔާފިރވިެރްނާނިއ ުމުޖަތަމައްށ ޭއގެ 

ޫރުހަގިއ ޯފުރޮކްށދުިނަމެށވެ.

ެރވޭ ަމްނިޒުލަގިއ ިޑުއޓީ ެނގޮޭގާތިއ ިޑުއޓީ ިއާނަޔތް ިލޭބޮގުތގެ ުފިރަހަމ ަމުޢޫލާމުތ ޫރލްްސ ޮއފް  ުމަދުލގެ ޮއިރިޖްނ ަކނޑެައޅޮޭގާތިއ ެއކްްސޯޕުޓުު
ޮއިރިޖްނާއިއ ެއކްްސޯޕުޓުކެރވޭ ަމްނިޒުލަގިއ ޫރލްްސ ޮއފް ޮއިރިޖްނ ފިެސިލޭޓަޓރ )https://findrulesoforigin.org( ައދި ެއކްްސޯޕުޓ ޮޕެޓްނިޝައލް 

ެމޕް )https://exportpotential.intracen.org (  ަފަދ ޫޓލްްސަތުކގެ ޭބުންނ ިހިފާދެނެއވެ.

ުއފެއޭްދ ަތކިެތ

ޕިްރަފެރްނަޝލް 
ޓްރީޓަްމްނަޓްށ ަޝުރުތަހަމވޭ

ެއއަްބްސުވުމަގިއ ިހެމޭނ

ޮއިރިޖްނ ަޝުރުތ ަހަމވޭ

ޮކްނަސިއްނަމްނޓް 

ަޝުރުތ ަހަމވޭ

ިއުޖާރައތަްތއް 

ުފިރަހަމވަެފިއ
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